A – Exact vs. Approximate Predicates
Many computational geometry algorithms make decisions based on geometric tests (i.e., predicates) such as
the 3D orientation predicate to determine whether a point is above, below or on a given plane. Such tests
may produce incorrect answers because of round-off errors that arise due to finite-precision arithmetic.
Representing and computing all geometric information by exact arithmetic can avoid such instability in the
geometric predicates. However, the use of exact arithmetic methods results in a high memory and running
time overhead, as compared to finite precision arithmetic, e.g. the widely used IEEE 754 floating-point
standard.
An alternative strategy is to employ exact arithmetic only when it is needed. Shewchuk presented four
robust geometric predicates for 2D and 3D orientation and incircle tests by using this strategy [1]. Another
similar approach is the lazy evaluation scheme [2] that is used in CGAL library [3]. However, the numerical
errors are introduced not only by such predicates but also by the procedures used to compute the
coordinates of a new object from the coordinates of existing objects – called constructions. Round-off errors
can only be completely eliminated when all the intermediate and final coordinates are represented using
arbitrary-precision arithmetic. However, use of arbitrary precision arithmetic can be expensive and result in
high memory overhead.

B – Point-based vs. Plane-based Representation
There are two kinds of representations used for vertex coordinates in geometric modeling: point-based and
plane-based. Most approaches employ point-based representation, where the coordinates of vertices in R3
are represented by vectors with three scalars. In plane-based representations, the coordinates of every
vertex are represented using three intersecting planes. Point-based representations tend to have more
problems with robustness due to numerical inaccuracies, but have a lower memory overhead and involve
fewer arithmetic operations (ref. [4]).
The recent work of Bernstein and Fussell [5] is based on the earlier work of Sugihara and Iri [6] that uses
plane-based representations and avoids constructions when computing Boolean operations on polyhedra.
Four numerical predicates similar to the ones proposed by Banerjee and Rossignac [7] were used in [5]. The
use of such predicates results in higher number of arithmetic operations as opposed to point-based
representations. In practice, plane-based representations are not sufficient to generate exact results by
themselves. The plane-based representations must be used together with exact predicates to generate
correct results [5] – i.e., extended precision is required for the intermediate computation. When the
required number of bits exceeds the hardware support (e.g., 64 bits), the resulting computations could
become expensive. For example, when the computation of every predicate must perform exact arithmetic
using higher precision, the time for the orientation predicates can be even more than 1,000 times longer
than using IEEE double precision arithmetic (as shown in Table 1) if the optimization technique proposed in
[1] is not used. The statistics shown in Table 1 are based on an implementation that includes 1) a single stage
filter to detect the reliability of numerical predicates using approximate arithmetic and 2) applying arbitraryprecision arithmetic in the second stage to evaluate the exact results of numerical predicates.
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